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Embassy Experience team visits Bangladesh Embassy in Washington DC

Bangladesh Embassy in Washington DC hosted an interactive program with an “Embassy Experience” team comprising young professionals—lawyers, doctors, teachers, diplomats, financial advisers, bankers and people who work on Capitol Hill and other influential offices in the USA.

The program is aimed at expanding the Public Diplomacy Outreach to portray a positive image of Bangladesh in the United States of America.

More than 70 young professionals from various disciplines joined the “Embassy Experience” program Friday evening acquiring knowledge about Bangladesh’s history, economy, investment opportunity, tourism and culture.

Deputy Chief of Mission Mahbub Hasan Saleh welcomed the professionals at the Bangabandhu auditorium of the embassy while embassy officers exchanged views with the visitors on various aspects of Bangladesh.

A brief cultural event was organized portraying Bangladesh’s rich culture and Bangladeshi cuisine was served at dinner.

Since 1999 “Embassy Experience” has been working with multiple embassies in Washington DC to help young professionals of the USA to be acquainted with culture, investment and tourism of other countries.
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